WELCOME TO THE MUSCAT INSIDER COLLECTION

We would like to thank you for choosing InterContinental Meetings to hold your event. This insider collection will give you a wide array of options to make your event a memorable one. The Insider Locations is our premium venue should you like to hold any off-site events. The Insider Speakers allows you to know more about cultural or historical subjects through local personalities. Insider Community will assist you in choosing a group activity that benefits the local Omani community. Insider Interactions are team building activities that are enriching and authentic, the Insider Breaks are our coffee and lunch breaks that reflect the Omani culture.
OUTSIDE
MUSCAT

Enjoy Marvelous Muscat by Boat on crystal waters: OMR 12 per hour inclusive of transport. Timings: 11.00-13.00 and 15.00-17.00 hours but flexible according to Day Delegate Rate meeting package.

Adventure 4x4 Off Road Dune Bashing excursion and traditional Arabic sit down with BBQ dinner at Bawsher.
SPKEN
TRADITION

Experience the atmosphere while wandering through the mysterious tangle of Oman’s ancient souks at Mutrah. A large variety of traditional clothing, artifacts and genuine treasure can be discovered at the numerous old shops with very friendly shop owners like Ahmed Al Zadjali. Additionally, Mutrah’s coastline offers a fabulous path for guests to walk and enjoy the serene landscape. Sheikh Malik, owner of the famous Bait Al Zubair Museum houses a large collection of traditional paintings and Omani historical artifacts.
AUTHENTIC HANDS

Enjoy the authenticity of traditional craftsmanship with The Sicab Women’s Association that showcase traditional handicrafts, basket weaving and pottery making.

Learn how to make a traditional fish net and go fishing with the young and old fishermen on the coast of Oman.
TASTE OF OMAN

Omani is well known for its authentic cuisine and hospitality. As a result, our Coffee Breaks and Lunches have uniquely translated this culture to give you a stronger Omani experience. We recommend a pleasant picnic in the hotel's lush grass garden with Omani cuisine. Our Omani corner includes Arabic coffee breaks, seasonal dates, home made Halwa and tasty date cookies.
BUILDING MEMORIES

In order to help enrich and connect your delegates to the Omani culture and tradition, we recommend for you exciting team building activities that you may choose from.

An exciting 4x4 dune bashing lessons at Bawsher in Muscat will bring in great thrill and adventure. Additionally, a pleasant picnic at the Qantab Public Beach would add tranquility and reflection time as a team building activity.
THANK YOU

Contact us to learn more about the Muscat Insider Collection and how we can help you create a truly memorable experience with authentic local flavour. Whichever Insider Collection experience is right for you, you can be assured that it reflects the best principles of Responsible Business.

Email address: icmuscat@ihg.com